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Successful multi-generational teams identify, value and build on one another's skills and experiences. This focus on
individual strengths, rather than on generational differences, is a key part of thriving in the modern workplace.

Generation 2 objects can use multiple segments as many as your process requires and memory allows for. The
amount of freed memory from an ephemeral garbage collection is limited to the size of the ephemeral
segment. The amount of memory that is freed is proportional to the space that was occupied by the dead
objects. What happens during a garbage collection A garbage collection has the following phases: A marking
phase that finds and creates a list of all live objects. A relocating phase that updates the references to the
objects that will be compacted. A compacting phase that reclaims the space occupied by the dead objects and
compacts the surviving objects. The compacting phase moves objects that have survived a garbage collection
toward the older end of the segment. Because generation 2 collections can occupy multiple segments, objects
that are promoted into generation 2 can be moved into an older segment. Both generation 1 and generation 2
survivors can be moved to a different segment, because they are promoted to generation 2. Ordinarily, the
large object heap is not compacted, because copying large objects imposes a performance penalty. However,
starting with the. LargeObjectHeapCompactionMode property to compact the large object heap on demand.
The garbage collector uses the following information to determine whether objects are live: Stack variables
provided by the just-in-time JIT compiler and stack walker. Note that JIT optimizations can lengthen or
shorten regions of code within which stack variables are reported to the garbage collector. Handles that point
to managed objects and that can be allocated by user code or by the common language runtime. Static objects
in application domains that could be referencing other objects. Each application domain keeps track of its
static objects. Before a garbage collection starts, all managed threads are suspended except for the thread that
triggered the garbage collection. The following illustration shows a thread that triggers a garbage collection
and causes the other threads to be suspended. Thread that triggers a garbage collection Back to top
Manipulating unmanaged resources If your managed objects reference unmanaged objects by using their
native file handles, you have to explicitly free the unmanaged objects, because the garbage collector tracks
memory only on the managed heap. Users of your managed object may not dispose the native resources used
by the object. To perform the cleanup, you can make your managed object finalizable. Finalization consists of
cleanup actions that you execute when the object is no longer in use. When your managed object dies, it
performs cleanup actions that are specified in its finalizer method. When a finalizable object is discovered to
be dead, its finalizer is put in a queue so that its cleanup actions are executed, but the object itself is promoted
to the next generation. Therefore, you have to wait until the next garbage collection that occurs on that
generation which is not necessarily the next garbage collection to determine whether the object has been
reclaimed. Back to top Workstation and server garbage collection The garbage collector is self-tuning and can
work in a wide variety of scenarios. You can use a configuration file setting to set the type of garbage
collection based on the characteristics of the workload. The CLR provides the following types of garbage
collection: Workstation garbage collection, which is for all client workstations and stand-alone PCs.
Workstation garbage collection can be concurrent or non-concurrent. Concurrent garbage collection enables
managed threads to continue operations during a garbage collection. NET Framework 4, background garbage
collection replaces concurrent garbage collection. Server garbage collection, which is intended for server
applications that need high throughput and scalability. Server garbage collection can be non-concurrent or
background. The following illustration shows the dedicated threads that perform the garbage collection on a
server. When you set the enabled attribute to true, the CLR performs server garbage collection. The default
setting is enabled. This setting controls both concurrent and background garbage collection. You can also
specify server garbage collection with unmanaged hosting interfaces. NET and SQL Server enable server
garbage collection automatically if your application is hosted inside one of these environments. Comparing
workstation and server garbage collection The following are threading and performance considerations for
workstation garbage collection: The collection occurs on the user thread that triggered the garbage collection
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and remains at the same priority. Because user threads typically run at normal priority, the garbage collector
which runs on a normal priority thread must compete with other threads for CPU time. Threads that are
running native code are not suspended. If you specify server garbage collection, the CLR uses workstation
garbage collection with concurrency disabled. The following are threading and performance considerations for
server garbage collection: A heap and a dedicated thread to perform garbage collection are provided for each
CPU, and the heaps are collected at the same time. Each heap contains a small object heap and a large object
heap, and all heaps can be accessed by user code. Objects on different heaps can refer to each other. Because
multiple garbage collection threads work together, server garbage collection is faster than workstation garbage
collection on the same size heap. Server garbage collection often has larger size segments. Note, however, that
this is only a generalization: You should make no assumptions about the size of segments allocated by the
garbage collector when tuning your app. Server garbage collection can be resource-intensive. For example, if
you have 12 processes running on a computer that has 4 processors, there will be 48 dedicated garbage
collection threads if they are all using server garbage collection. In a high memory load situation, if all the
processes start doing garbage collection, the garbage collector will have 48 threads to schedule. If you are
running hundreds of instances of an application, consider using workstation garbage collection with
concurrent garbage collection disabled. This will result in less context switching, which can improve
performance. Back to top Concurrent garbage collection In workstation or server garbage collection, you can
enable concurrent garbage collection, which enables threads to run concurrently with a dedicated thread that
performs the garbage collection for most of the duration of the collection. This option affects only garbage
collections in generation 2; generations 0 and 1 are always non-concurrent because they finish very fast.
Concurrent garbage collection enables interactive applications to be more responsive by minimizing pauses for
a collection. Managed threads can continue to run most of the time while the concurrent garbage collection
thread is running. This results in shorter pauses while a garbage collection is occurring. To improve
performance when several processes are running, disable concurrent garbage collection. Concurrent garbage
collection is performed on a dedicated thread. By default, the CLR runs workstation garbage collection with
concurrent garbage collection enabled. This is true for single-processor and multi-processor computers. Your
ability to allocate small objects on the heap during a concurrent garbage collection is limited by the objects left
on the ephemeral segment when a concurrent garbage collection starts. As soon as you reach the end of the
segment, you will have to wait for the concurrent garbage collection to finish while managed threads that have
to make small object allocations are suspended. Concurrent garbage collection has a slightly bigger working
set compared with non-concurrent garbage collection , because you can allocate objects during concurrent
collection. However, this can affect performance, because the objects that you allocate become part of your
working set. Essentially, concurrent garbage collection trades some CPU and memory for shorter pauses. The
following illustration shows concurrent garbage collection performed on a separate dedicated thread.
Concurrent garbage collection Back to top Background workstation garbage collection In background garbage
collection, ephemeral generations 0 and 1 are collected as needed while the collection of generation 2 is in
progress. There is no setting for background garbage collection; it is automatically enabled with concurrent
garbage collection. Background garbage collection is a replacement for concurrent garbage collection. As with
concurrent garbage collection, background garbage collection is performed on a dedicated thread and is
applicable only to generation 2 collections. Note Background garbage collection is available only in the. NET
Framework 4 and later versions. NET Framework 4, it is supported only for workstation garbage collection. A
collection on ephemeral generations during background garbage collection is known as foreground garbage
collection. When foreground garbage collections occur, all managed threads are suspended. When background
garbage collection is in progress and you have allocated enough objects in generation 0, the CLR performs a
generation 0 or generation 1 foreground garbage collection. The dedicated background garbage collection
thread checks at frequent safe points to determine whether there is a request for foreground garbage collection.
If there is, the background collection suspends itself so that foreground garbage collection can occur. After the
foreground garbage collection is completed, the dedicated background garbage collection thread and user
threads resume. Background garbage collection removes allocation restrictions imposed by concurrent garbage
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collection, because ephemeral garbage collections can occur during background garbage collection. This
means that background garbage collection can remove dead objects in ephemeral generations and can also
expand the heap if needed during a generation 1 garbage collection. The following illustration shows
background garbage collection performed on a separate dedicated thread on a workstation. Background
workstation garbage collection Back to top Background server garbage collection Starting with the. This mode
functions similarly to background workstation garbage collection, described in the previous section, but there
are a few differences. Background workstation garbage collection uses one dedicated background garbage
collection thread, whereas background server garbage collection uses multiple threads, typically a dedicated
thread for each logical processor. Unlike the workstation background garbage collection thread, these threads
do not time out. The following illustration shows background garbage collection performed on a separate
dedicated thread on a server. Background server garbage collection.
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Given the fact that millennials will comprise more than one in three adult Americans by , smart organizations are
investing time and energy not just learning about their oftentimes unique workplace preferences/work styles, but also
determining ho.

Easily available from your local drugstore. A room without a clock and with nothing in it no pictures, wall
hangings, etc A stop watch Introduction Being a child is like starting a book. In the first five pages of a new
book, you are trying to understand what world you have entered, how the characters relate to one another, and
what the writing style is. When you are a child, you encounter similar challenges, trying to understand the
world around you and how to judge the people in it. This might cause time to move slower. How does time
perception differ in children and adults? Research Questions How does time perception differ between
children and adults? Is there an age at which time perception begins to more accurately match reality? How do
adults perceive time? How do these compare? Make sure all ages in this range are represented. If you are
lucky, you will have more than one person to represent every age. While you cannot control the number of
people who show up to your experiment, you should make sure to note the turnout in your writeup. Simply tell
them you are conducting an experiment about the differences in time perception between children of different
ages and adults, and tell them when and where to show up. When the participants show up, take them one at a
time into a room with no distractions and no clock. Keep them there for 5 minutes. After five minutes, enter
the room and ask how much time has passed. Alerting Attention and Time Perception in Children. In addition,
your access to Education. Warning is hereby given that not all Project Ideas are appropriate for all individuals
or in all circumstances. Implementation of any Science Project Idea should be undertaken only in appropriate
settings and with appropriate parental or other supervision. Reading and following the safety precautions of all
materials used in a project is the sole responsibility of each individual. This experiment evaluates if people
have an accurate perception of how much personal time they spend interacting with technology.
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Multi-gen planning is a very useful and effective planning tool in the DFSS philosophy where the product marketing team
and engineering design team struggle to agree to the feature-set of the next product release or update.

Recent findings show that Millennials are the biggest generation in the U. Silents are a small minority, and the
youngest generation â€” the Zs â€” are just starting to enter the workforce. The new perspectives they gain can
spark new ideas and prompt new ways of working. However, the potential for conflict and misunderstanding
is very real. Intergenerational conflict within the workplace is a growing issue. A study found that
"intergenerational cohesion" is one of the top three workplace risks. Working together and sharing power can
be problematic. And as more people delay their retirement, younger generations can feel that their
opportunities for career advancement are being restricted. Six Strategies for Multi-Generational Harmony So,
now that our workplaces are more generationally diverse than at any time in history, but at risk of conflict
because of this, how do we all work together harmoniously? Here are six strategies for thriving within a
multi-generational mix. Only when each group respects the other can both thrive. The key to respecting other
generations is to understand and accept that they are different from yours. Consider what motivates people
from different generations, what experiences they might have had, and what their working styles are likely to
be. The table above can help you. Be Flexible and Accommodating When you understand what makes other
generations "tick," being able to accommodate their needs and preferences, where practical, can help to
prevent division and conflict. Each generation has its wants and needs, and values different ways of working.
But an increasing number of Generation Xers are part of the " sandwich generation ," responsible for caring
for both elders and children alongside their work. And for members of Generation Y, a sociable life outside of
work is often just as important as their career. To Generation Z, Boomers may seem to be stubborn and
inflexible. Everyone is unique so, instead of assuming the worst, fight your unconscious bias and accept
individuals based on their merits, rather than as "typical" members of particular generations. Remember,
chances are, somebody may be stereotyping you! You can change their perceptions and attitude by
demonstrating a willingness to listen to new ideas or suggestions, and, as we explore below, by sharing your
knowledge and expertise. Learn From One Another The different generations have a wealth of knowledge and
experience that they can share. Our article, Knowledge Management , explores in detail how companies can
retain, share, store, and organize its intellectual assets. The Boomers in your team, for example, can pass on
the knowledge, information, useful contacts, and perspectives that they have developed during their years at
work. In return, a Generation Y colleague can help them to get to grips with recent innovations, such as the
latest developments in social media and viral marketing. Our article, Reverse Mentoring , explores ways that
you, as a manager, can encourage this type of knowledge-sharing relationship. This focus on individual
strengths, rather than on generational differences, is a key part of thriving in the modern workplace. Finding
This Article Useful?
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Although the multi-generational workforce is a wonderful blend for the creation of new ideas, it is also a big change, and
with change comes challenges. So, how can we be well-rounded professionals and still work together to achieve goals?

Get the Book Buzz Monthly Email Receive new book announcements, book reviews, special offers and more
The Potential From Susan J. Ellis, President, Energize, Inc. Mention the concept of families volunteering
together as an intergenerational group and the response is often, "Gee, that sounds great. Families who
volunteer together share the bond of a common interest or cause. Family volunteering is a great solution for
the time-pressured, multi-tasking adult, offering a way to do something meaningful as a parent, something of
civic and educational value, and a form of recreation more rewarding - and less expensive - than movies,
theme parks, and other purely entertaining past-times. If the right project is chosen, family volunteering is fun
and can even provide healthy exercise! There are tangible benefits to the organization, too. The most
important is that when a family accepts a volunteer assignment together, the agency gets many hands at once
to do a job. This is especially helpful if a project needs intensive staffing. Bringing in a family of 4 or 5 to do
the work substitutes for having to recruit 4 to 5 individual volunteers. There are also many times in which
having volunteers of varying ages provides better service to clients or consumers of varying ages. Here are
some real examples of family volunteering assignments that demonstrate the benefits: Visiting a homebound
client - a family can commit to a weekly visit and, even if only one member of the family can come in a
particular week, it assures that a visit will indeed be made. Depending on the client, the presence of children
may bring great joy. Working at clean-up and other beautification projects - ideal because there are tasks
suitable for every age and skill group. Staffing a booth or activity at a fundraising event - which allows for
sufficient coverage of that booth yet everyone can get a break, plus the younger volunteers can interact with
other young people who come to the booth. In truth, the right family team can tackle just about any
assignment. It will depend on their interests, skills, and hobbies. We live in a world in which "families" come
in all shapes and sizes. There are nuclear families and far extended ones. What matters is that there are two or
more people who have a strong relationship with each other and who come from at least two generations. One
special type of family unit is a divorced, non-custodial parent with his or her children. Too often this parent is
a playmate, looking for fun things to do on visiting days. Volunteering together may be a very satisfying
activity that allows this parent and children to share something special with each other, while doing good in
the community. A whole family can volunteer together, or just one parent with one or more children, or a
grandparent and grandchild together, or a group of siblings - there are so many possible permutations.
Similarly, even if a family commits to the same organization, they do not necessarily have to work together at
the same assignment. Agencies may be wary of the possible risks of involving children in volunteer work,
either for the safety of the children themselves or for fear of harm done by the children to clients. In family
volunteering, however, the parents are right there to supervise as well as to permit the activity to go on. So
there is a built-in safety factor. If your agency really feels that it cannot accept young children as volunteers,
you can still have a family volunteer program for parents or other adult relatives and pre-teens or teenagers.
Older children can be more independent and really carry their weight on the family team. Volunteer program
managers need to interview all the family members before accepting the family as a team, not negotiate the
project with only one or both parents. If most of the family members seem eager but one less so, be prepared
to offer an alternative assignment that might be of greater interest. Training needs to be adapted to different
age groups. All members of the family should be trained or at least get instructions , but the methods that will
reach the adults may be different from what the children need. Finally, families will almost always need to
volunteer on a Saturday or Sunday, unless it is during a school break. For some organizations this provides a
great source of weekend help; for others it may limit the possible assignments. Consider making a conscious
effort to recruit family volunteers. It may be possible to collaborate with another community organization
seeking family activities. A nearby faith community, for example, might welcome the idea of encouraging a
number of families to volunteer together as a group. A parent-teacher organization might like to sponsor a
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volunteering project as a way to reach more parents for its own needs. You might even contact a group such as
Parents without Partners and propose a day of family service for their year-round calendar of activities. See
what connections you can make.
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Chapter 5 : www.nxgvision.com - Managing Millennials and Multi-Generational Teams
The Project Management Answer Book is written by Jeff Furman and currently has a 5-star rating in Amazon. It can
even help you for your Project Management Professional (PMP)Â® exam, as it is an excellent PMPÂ® Book that should
be on the reading list of anyone preparing for the exam.

Grab a Starbucks and get your ears on. Solicit your friends via social media. Hit up Facebook and Instagram,
Twitter and Pinterest. Your friends are treasure troves of good information. I was fortunate enough to have a
very good friend with five children who has done Disney three times. You can definitely go the Disney travel
agent route many of them are free! There are one billion websites that will tell you the perfect time of year to
go to Disney, based on crowds. This is not that website. We made the sometimes controversial decision to take
our children out of school for a week in early May. It was the right choice for us. Because we went in early
May, most of the big class projects were done. It worked beautifully for our family. And the short lines? No
one perfect way! Set up an interactive way to communicate with family members. We chatted about dates for
the trip, clothes, snacks, itineraries, height requirements and, of course, shared Jim Gaffigan videos. This
worked well for us. I started a collaborative Pinterest board between my mom, husband, sister-in-law and I.
There is so much goodness on the interwebs about Disney and Universal and this allowed us to capture every
single one of them, or at least make a dent! I referred to this board often. Planning a trip can be overwhelming
and this was a tremendous help in synthesizing the things that mattered to our family. And, be sure to pin the
original content, not just repin everything you see. Consider signing up for the Visa Disney rewards credit
card. In addition, we were able to put all the trip expenses on one card and that helped to keep them all
straight. There is much debate on staying on Disney property vs. This is not that post. There are pros and cons
to both, but for our extended family of 14? Off property was what worked for us. This is where I turned to my
trusted friend, Nicole. She recommended the Windsor Hills subdivision it has larger homes than some of the
others like Encantada Resort for our size group. We originally booked a different home, but after we got bad
vibes from the owner, we cancelled our reservation and went with another home. We were very pleased with
the condition, location and amenities in the house photos below. It had a private pool, which we used the heck
out of most days during our down time, and it was in a gated, secure community. That con was far outweighed
by the convenience of having a home, where we could spread out, cook many of our own meals and swim
without lugging stuff four flights of stairs. It was just a quick ten-minute drive to Disney and 20 minutes from
Universal. Work through reputable sites like HomeAway rather than directly with the owner. And, read the
reviews! Make your travel plans. Because we went during the school year and had a limited amount of time
we could be gone, we chose to fly instead of drive. It was a definite bonus to have a direct flight from Austin
to Orlando and the flight times were right after lunch and very convenient. Plus, crazy low fares. We checked
in online prior to arrival and that made check-in much smoother. Some people will say you need to reserve
your character meals, then decide what parks on what days, based on that. Others say choose your parks, then
schedule your meals. And, because we were booking 90 days out instead of the suggested days , we had to go
with what was available. In the end, we opted to purchase park hopper as it gave us more flexibility. More on
that in a second. We used a third party touring site, Touring Plans , to determine which parks to visit on which
days based on their crowd calendars and predictions. Reserve character meals and other events. Who knew
that Disney started making meal reservations days out? They do and people really make them that early. We
were about days out for all of ours and it was only a bit of a challenge to reserve the princess lunch.
Everything else was well within our desired time frame. We chose character meals with a big bang. Set your
touring plans. Like I mentioned earlier, there are tons of free travel agents who will organize the entire trip for
you. We opted out of that and did it ourselves. Know what kind of traveler you are. If you prefer to have
someone else do the dirty work, call a travel agent. Touring Plans is a fantastic resource for navigating the
parks. In the spirit of full disclosure, I monkeyed with this right up until we left and even when we got to
Disney. There were some touring plans already pre-set, but I did custom ones and it worked out great.
YouTube can be your friend here, as you can preview just about every ride. The hours that we deviated from
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the plan were the ones where the wheels started to fall off. Just make sure you plug in time to eat and rest!
Walt holds a pretty tight key on those. If you stay off property, spring for the additional cost of Magic Bands. I
ordered ours directly through the Disney store. Those that stay on property also use it as their credit card. You
can report it lost or stolen, link all the family members together and make new reservations with it. Because I
placed the order for them all, I was able to link everyone together very important to do before you leave! That
kept us all straight! Go ahead and set up an account and then get lost in the awesomeness of them both. We
had a small glitch with two of ours, but a quick phone call to Disney solved it. I was grateful we did that prior
to our trip and not during it! Bring an external charger or a boost for your phone. Consider booking a family
photographer. This was one of those once-in-a-lifetime trips for our family. Her photos were the ones I kept
loving on Pinterest so it was no coincidence. She offered lots of venue options and her packages were
definitely catered to vacationers. About two weeks after we returned, our private gallery was live and our USB
drive of all the photos was in the mail. Our session took place at the Disney Boardwalk area, just adjacent to
Epcot. Kim was professional, quick and our photos turned out spectacular. Because we stayed off property, we
needed rental vehicles. With 14 of us, we opted to find a functional, but safe option. But, those come with
added sticker shock. I reserved our vans directly through USAA and confirmed the 8-person capacity. Reserve
strollers and scooters. Disney does have hard plastic strollers for rent um, no thank you , but I was fully aware
that baby Gianna would be sleeping her way through Disney. They delivered and picked them up right from
our rental home. The only time we had to collapse the strollers was when we bussed from Animal Kingdom to
Hollywood Studios. They popped right on the monorails with no problem. My mom has a bum knee and while
she can walk some distances, we knew that miles of walking in a week she could not do, so we rented a
scooter from Buena Vista Scooter Rentals. They offered us a discount if we picked up and returned the scooter
at their warehouse, which we did. Again, it was an excellent transportation mode for her and very easy to
maneuver on both the monorail and bus system. It folded down for storage in our rental minivan, too. Ask for
the rain covers ours were free and put something on your stroller to designate it from the sea of wheels! We
used bandanas and they were perfect. Because we stayed off property and we knew that eating out at every
meal would be crazy expensive for 14 people, we ordered groceries through GardenGrocer.
Chapter 6 : How to Thrive in a Multi-Generational Workplace - From www.nxgvision.com
3 About the Report This report is organized into three chapters. Chapter 1 explores the recent rise in multi-generational
family households. Chapter 2 describes changes over time in the living arrangements of older adults.

Chapter 7 : How Does time Perception Change As You Get Older? | Science project | www.nxgvision.com
Page 2 "75 percent of respondents agreed managing multi-generational teams was a challenge."1 THE DYNAMICS OF
A WORKFORCE IN TRANSITION The 21st century job market presents a challenge for organizations of all sizes to
manage a multi-.

Chapter 8 : The Edward to complete the multi-generational community at cSpace | Calgary Herald
When planning project staffing, try to mix and match employees of all generations based on the unique skill sets they
bring to the table. â€”Bob La Loggia, founder and CEO, Appointment Plus Instead of lamenting negatives, supervisors
should put a positive spin on the exciting ways multi-generational workers are transforming the workplace.

Chapter 9 : HDYDI: Plan a Multi-Generational Disney Vacation - Team Whitaker
Multi-generational marketing is the practice of appealing to the unique needs of individuals within more than one specific
generational group, with a generation being a group of individuals born and living about the same time (Morris, ).
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